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Preface
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ABSTRACT

The thesis is about the relationship between State and Church, taking note of alternative

relations which existed over the ages. The government of Bophuthatswana declared their

state to be Christian. The main emphasis was that the Batswana were religious people

who were deeply Christian and thus the state was to become Christian as well. This was

not separated from the issue of land which also was seen as a gift from God for them.

Winterveld was used as a case study to show how the state was justifying its own actions

to discriminate against non-Batswana from obtaining citizenship and denying them access

to land. The transition period showed that the church stood on the other side of the fence

when it supported changes that were sweeping South Africa and calling for the end of

states such as Bophuthatswana. This saw the new secular state of South Africa coming

into existence.
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Summary

The ‘Independence’ of Bophuthatswana basically  reflected the stamp of its creator, South

Africa, and similar relations existed between state and church than in SA. The churches

that were close to the government were not mission churches or churches affiliated to the

South African Council of Churches (SACC). What this implied was that from the beginning

the relationship between state and church in Bophuthatswana  was focussed on

Independent Churches and individual ministers from other churches. The non recognition

of the SACC by Bophuthatswana led to the formation of Bophuthatswana Ministerial

Fraternity (BOMIFRA). The latter movement was very close to the government of

Bophuthatswana and even had some of its members serving in the cabinet. Some

individual ministers were members of BOMIFRA and ministers of their churches at the

same time. Those who belonged to the SACC affiliated churches would either leave the

church to pursue politics in Bophuthatswana or join another church. Bophuthatswana did

not recognise the ecumenical body of South Africa and it was no secret that the SACC was

also not recognising that Bantustan.                

Ministers from SACC aligned churches opened their church doors to movements that were

believed to be politically unacceptable. Bophuthatswana also declared itself a Christian

state though its constitution stated that all religions were recognised. The recognition of the

other religions was something that was not visible. In most of the state celebrations and

functions Christianity enjoyed a slot in the programme. These celebrations included those

of the ‘Independence day’ of Bophuthatswana. As a result Bophuthatswana was more of

Christian state than a secular state. Some ministers served both the church and the state

at the same time. Christians and ministers from the mission churches who opposed the

‘Independence’ of Bophuthatswana mobilised themselves and the people demonstrating

their rejection of the Bantustan. It became a revelation on 8 February 1988 with the

attempted coup when South African Defence Force came to its rescue, and the fall of

Bophuthatswana in 1994 when the Afrikaner Weerstandbeweging (AWB) attempted to

save it again. Finally Bophuthatswana was no more and the new South Africa was born.
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